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There is an attractive colored plate of a Jaeger attacking a Roseate 
Tern, the latter unfortunately with a red bill instead of a black one. 

In spite of such omissions as we have indicated Mr. Nicholsoffs little 
book will bring many general readers into touch with the present day 
views on bird life which they would have trouble in finding for themselves 
and is refreshingly free from much that has become stale and hackneyed 
in such publications.--W. S. 

Seton Gordon's 'Days .with the Golden Eagle.'--The author 
explains that he has lived most of his life in the Eagle Country and has 
endeavored in the present volume to give information on the Golden 
Eagle which has not appeared in print before. He has produced a delight- 
ful monograph • of this splendid bird which still persists in the Scottish 
Hills as it does in California, although unfortunately the main object of 
students of the bird in America seems-to have been to secure large series 
of its eggs and no adequate history of the American Golden Eagle has yet 
appeared. 

Mr. Gordon discusses Scottish Eyries; Home Life of a Pair of Eagles; 
The Country of the Eagle; Eagles, Grouse Raising and Sheep Farming; 
Highland Stories of the Eagle; Traditions; Status of the Golden and Sea 
Eagles, Past and Present. There are a number of photographs of the 
nest from a hillside blind which overlooked it, three colored plates from 
paintings by J. C. Harrison and a number of beautifully delicate pencil 
drawings by the same artist, wonderfully reproduced in half-tone as 
chapter headings. In every way the volume is an attractive piece of 
book-making. 

The observations on the life history of the bird are given in great detail 
and were obtaincd by constant watching of the nest from the blind by 
the author and his wife. They form an interesting comparison with 
Herrick's life of the Bald Eagle published in 'The Auk.' From the econo- 
mic side we learn that Golden Eagles rarely take living lambs as so often 
claimed, that many lambs are born dead and that these and other 
carrion form the principal food of the bird; .but to find the carcass of a 
lamb in the eyrie is enough for the shepherd and he declares war on the 
Eagle. Mr. Gordon admits that Golden Eagles do kill some Grouse but 
he adds "some good sportsmen think a heavy bag is not everything in 
life and are willing to allow the Eagle to remain as he adds a great charm 
to the hills," Let us hope that this view may be more widely held by 
sportsmen in America before all of our splendid birds of prey are exter- 
minated because they claim an inherent right to share the game with the 
sportsmen.--W. S. 
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